
A new generation of lost souls comes to Uman and I feel 
like an old timer!  Having been rejected or just let down by 
the system, where their parents flock to their own 
orthodoxies, this new group of spiritual refugees reject the 
mindless unsatisfying rituals of charedi life and shows up 
here in Uman. What is different is their commitment to 
halacha and learning but their determination to find 
meaning in their spiritual lives.
 
These newcomers are different. They’re not drug addicts 
or low lifers, they are learned!  But lost. There is no 
emunah. It had all been taken for granted rather than 
being exercised like a muscle in training. Here they come 
(like me) with the emunah muscle atrophied on spiritual 
crutches and wheelchairs to Uman the ‘black-hatted 
Lourdes’. 
 
Seeking the Rebbe’s Rosh Hashanah and for anything or 
anyone who could make sense of their senseless ritual 
orthodoxy they show up wandering through the shtetl. 
Here we learn one thing only; how to surrender the mind, 
that the “purpose of all knowledge it to find out that we 
don’t know anything” (Likutei Mehoran).  Emunah, that 



ever so precious commodity, that vital survival tool for the 
Jew in exile- Rabbeinu tells us “you think emunah is easy!”  
It turns out to the be the hardest spiritual disciple of all to 
master, for it demands the very emptying of the ego into 
the senseless non-rationality of emunah-despite the real 
world, the tortured self that makes no sense; despite 
Auschwitz; and despite the scholarship of textural criticism 
and the scienctific theories like evolution. Surrender it all 
at the Tsion! 
 
But how? The noise, the cacophony even this year those 
pounding bongo drums!  In the middle of this in-sanity, 
Rabbeinu awaits-having predicted this godless soulless 
Artscroll Judaism some 200 years ago-and that we would 
be packed from the edge of the marketplace to the Tsion 
seeking his presence, his sanity, his demanding practice to 
heal our broken souls.  He knew for he had experienced 
himself the torn ravaged soul at the mercy of the dawn of 
European modernity.  He saw and felt the new age of 
rationality coming in his bones and predicted its 
devastating effect on traditional simple piety and above all 
the relationship between man and his maker forever 
fractured. He saw that it could not be avoided by denial 



nor simplistic mindless piety. Only his paradoxical theology 
would be able to handle the power of modernity.
 
In this post-modern, post-orthodox, post-Hassidic, post-
Zionist, post-Yeshivish, post-denominational age, we 
search for sis sanity in our meaningless lives dripping with 
mindless media, besought with other peoples opinions, too 
learned and vacuous to fix our own broken lives.
  
We learn from him, our Rebbe, despite the noise and the 
clutter, the dust, the cigarette smoke, the pushing and 
shoving, pan-handling, the piety, all convening on this one 
location from the Shtrieml’s of MeaShearim to the 
furloughed jailbirds of Israeli prisons, from professors of 
Judaic Studies to the joint-smoking yeshiva guys from 
Brooklyn; a real cross-section of life and society, we learn 
slowly but surely, his Torah. 
 
We learn that life and God IS paradox. That our complex 
lives are where we are suppose to be-that all our suffering 
and tortuous life-events brought us here this day, this 
Rosh Hashana. We dis-cover that these trials were the 
very tools by which we were summoned, called, by the 



Rebbe-the yellow brick road brought us here to this 
Ukrainian village before the steely-eyed gaze of the local 
guards (whose fathers may have butchered our parents 70 
years ago) the path of suffering is as it is supposed to be-
the very tool to refine our emunah to flex this atrophied 
muscle.  We realize this before the Tsion in tears of 
anguish and joy that we have arrived at a place of solace 
and comfort to an address where lives a 200 year old sage 
who holds the key to unlock our grief, our anger, our rage, 
our self pity so we can finally empty this heart of 
resentment and fear and allow this soul-doctor to finally 
perform his magical spiritual dialysis. 
 
No one comes to emunah who does not need to be here.  
Emunah is here in Uman the spiritual ICU, it is here we get 
examined, x-rayed, treated and released back to the real 
world, our annual spiritual check-up with the Master 
Physician, the professor of souls. 
 
So follow me young lads, following this not so old-timer 
down this road.  Let me teach you to suffer well, to hold 
your pain and grief, let it fuel your very recovery and open 



you to a deeper relationship with the divine in the merit of 
Rabbeinu.


